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Abstract 

The complex analysis of traffic system safety in Nigeria based on qualitative and simulation modeling was performed. 
These models allow us to perform a preliminary assessment of measures aimed at safety improvement of the traffic 
system situation in Nigeria, and to make projections to improve the parameters of the transport system. In this paper, 
the results of the system analysis of the transport network safety in Nigeria based on qualitative and simulation 
modeling are presented. The qualitative model of transport network safety and the model of system dynamics is 
developed, the safety measures based on simulation are suggested. The obtained results could be used for support of 
decision making in the field of transport network management in Nigeria. The experiments were conducted on 
qualitative models, they showed the effect on the transport system parameters of such measures: increasing fines for 
violations of the road regulations and increasing of the funding of the road repairing and construction. The support 
organization in decision-making in the management of the urban transport system development is very important. This 
problem can be solved with the use of different approaches. The use of qualitative and dynamic-system modeling for 
complex analysis of the transport system and evaluation of measures effectiveness aimed at improving its safety is 
proposed in this paper.  
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1. Introduction

A few tiny and perceptible wellbeing kinds of exploration are completed to upgrade the traffic security plans or road 
designing arrangements and their execution. In this paper, we are beseeching a methodology utilizing, demonstrating, 
and reproduction of choice organization investigation for traffic wellbeing measures. The most generally utilized 
strategies in investigating traffic wellbeing are crash recurrence demonstrating, which may measure exogenous 
elements adding to the number of car accidents. At the discernible level, crashes from a spatial assortment, (for instance, 
traffic examination zone or district) are considered to quantify the impacts of monetary and fragment characteristics, 
transportation solicitations, and association qualities so on give countermeasures from a masterminding perspective. 
On the contrary hand, minuscule accidents on a section or convergence are broke down to recognize the impact of the 
mathematical plan [1, 11]. Further, in 1926, the road transport arrangement of Nigeria was characterized into three 
significant sorts as federal trunk (A) roads, State trunk (B) roads, and neighborhood local government area trunk (C) 
roads [1]. During thusly, the administrative, local/state, and commonplace/nearby governments got discrete duties 
regarding the plan, development, and upkeep of roads inside the nation. Even though roads were essentially worked to 
take care of the railroads and be corresponding to them, streets, in the long run, took over from the rail routes because 
the nation's road network improved and caught increasingly more traffic from the rail lines, particularly after 
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independence in 1960. The new roads brought about enormous investment funds in time. Since 1980, the government 
of Nigeria has extended the Trunk A road network inside the nation significantly [1, 2].  

A significant element of the current phase of transport improvement in Nigeria is that the advancement of high need 
linkages, which is identified with an arrangement of 4-lane interstates that were developed inside the nation since 1980. 
These incorporate the freeways among Lagos and Ibadan, among Shagamu and Benin City, between Benin City and 
Onitsha, Onitsha, and Enugu likewise as among Enugu and Port-Harcourt through Aba and Umuahia in Southern Nigeria. 
In Northern Nigeria, another arrangement of the 4-lane interstate has additionally been built among Abuja and Kaduna, 
among Kaduna and Zaria as among Zaria and Kano, and presently the advancement of a turnpike among Abuja and 
Lokoja [1, 3].  

The two-lane interstates decreased time and gave expanded ability to more vehicles to go between the principle urban 
communities, which they interface together and in this way, more extreme collaboration prompting more financial turn 
of events. For example, since the improvement of the freeways more extraordinary association is experienced among 
Lagos and Benin, Port-Harcourt, and Enugu through Aba and Umuahia additionally as between Abuja, Kaduna, Zaria, 
and Kano and along these lines the proposed Calabar-Ogoja – Benue roadway. Subsequently, the commitments of road 
transportation to the financial advancement in Nigeria aren't just huge yet additionally unequivocal since they opened 
new terrains for the agrarian, mechanical, and private turn of events. Roads changed the direction of within zones of the 
nation from the streams and along these lines the railroads to the street organization and opened within parts of the 
nation to current methods for transportation since they're adaptable. They opened monetary and repayment boondocks 
and gave expanded admittance to zones where fare crops were developed. The major inland rivers in Nigeria are the 
River Niger and River Benue which analyze the nation into east, west, and north segments. The 2 rivers meet at Lokoja 
in Kogi State. The two waterways ascend outside the nation however around 1440 kilometers of the River Niger and 
960 kilometers River Benue of River Benue flow within Nigeria.  

In Northern Nigeria, River Sokoto and River Kaduna are a portion of the significant feeders of the River Niger while 
Gongola River and Katsina-Ala River are a portion of the significant feeders of the River Benue. In North-Eastern Nigeria, 
the Hadeija River and others river into the Lake Chad [4, 5] and [6]. Other major waterfront waterways in South-Western 
Nigeria incorporate River Ogun, River Osse, and Oshun River, while the Seaside Rivers in South-Eastern Nigeria 
incorporate Cross River, Imo River, Aboine (Ebonyi) River, and different feeders of the River Niger, for example, 
Anambra and Mamu Rivers. As per [6], they arranged different kinds of transportation issues in Nigeria to include: awful 
roads, significant expense and deficiency of fuel, gridlock in metropolitan territories, the insufficiency of 
administrations, significant expense, and lack of extra parts, and helpless vehicle support. Essentially, [6,7] set up that 
country travel and transport in Nigeria stay troublesome because of the helpless state of streets and transport 
administrations, which have kept on irritating the issue of low efficiency and an elevated level of neediness in rustic 
regions. 

The complex programs of road transport system effectiveness improving are very costly, and the municipal authorities 
should be confident in the effectiveness of such programnes implementation. This paper aims to provide the needed 
support for the organization, agencies in tackling the problem of traffic congestion mostly in densely populated cities 
around the globe that are underdeveloped technologically in decision-making in the management of the urban transport 
system development, this problem can be solved with the use of different approaches. The use of qualitative and 
dynamic-system modeling for complex analysis of the transport system and evaluation of the effectiveness of the 
measures aimed at improving its safety is proposed in this paper. 

2. Research Methodology

First, we performed pre-analysis in the subject area according to the methodology proposed in [8]. Managing the urban 
transport system, the municipal authorities should take into account the interests of multiple concerned parties, often 
with conflicting goals. A list of such parties was formed and their interests intersect using the transport system. 
According to the result of expert analysis of this list, the main aspects of the transport system their corresponding 
targets reflecting the different group interests, such as the transport system safety, or the impact upon the environment, 
social and economic goals, etc.  

The tree of goals was created during the analysis; the sets of attributes were marked for each of the tree sub-goals. They 
describe the transport system with the corresponding point of view. The information sources for the attributes about 
their values are highlighted, also the possible attribute values are highlighted and the evaluation of these values 
following the purposes for which the attributes belong. The goals tree fragment and sub-goal attributes description 
“Improving the security of the transport system” are shown in Figure 1. 
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Figure 1 Goals tree fragment [8] 

Advanced video pictures permit perceiving vehicle projections with a serious extent of exactness and naturally 
computing traffic stream boundaries, for example, the number of vehicles, their rates, separations among them, etc [11, 
12]. Quadcopters [13] can be utilized for all-encompassing aeronautical video pictures (Figure 1), camcorders on the 
tops of tall structures can likewise be introduced, or unique pinnacles can be utilized. 

Figure 2 The principle of panoramic video monitoring of traffic flows with using a quadrocopter [13] 

According to the analysis result of various programs of transport systems development in Russia [14,15] and  [16], uses 
alternative actions for various attribute values were described. They can be performed for the transport system 
effectiveness improvement, alternatives description fragment, aimed at the transport system safety improvement is 
shown in Figure 3. 
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Figure 3 Alternatives description fragment of at the transport system safety improvement 

3. Qualitative modeling of the road transport system

To establish and explore relationships between the possible alternatives and goal attributes in the quality modeling 
system by Garp3 [11] a qualitative model of the transport system was developed (QM), which is as follows: 

QM = {SSC, CC}  (1) 

Where SSC is a set of simple model components; CC – a set of constituent model elements 

SSC = {SC, BC}                                                                                                                               (2) 

Where SC - simple structural components of the model; BC- simple system components defining the system behaviour. 

SC = {EE, SRE}    (3) 

Where EE - the hierarchy of entities (the hierarchy of entities for the transport system safety model built-in Garp3 is 
represented in Figure 3), SRE is a set of relations between attributes of the transport system (SRE = ∅, because attributes 
on each other are not affected). 

Figure 3 Hierarchy of entities for transport system qualitative model 

BC = {Q, QS, D}                                                                                                                               (4) 

Where Q is a set of qualitative variables (Eq. (6)); QS is the space of admissible values 

(Eq. (5)); 
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QS{𝐻𝑚𝑧, 𝑃𝑧}Hmz ={𝐻𝑖𝑔ℎ, 𝑀𝑖𝑑𝑑𝑙𝑒, 𝑍𝑒𝑟𝑜}Pz = {𝑃𝑙𝑢𝑠, 𝑍𝑒𝑟𝑜}    (5) 

Q = {Accidentsinvolvingpedestrians, Averagespeedoftraffic, Countcars, Countoftrafficviolations, Distance, Fatalcrash, 
Finance, Fine, Qualityinstallationfencing, Qualityofaccomodationofroadsigns, Quality of road markings, Qualityofroadway, 
Value}                                                                                                                                (6) 

D is a set of relations of cause and consequence of governmental relations: 

D = {1+1 − 𝑃 + 𝑃 −}  (7) 

Where 1+ and 1- are the positive and negative impact of the one variable value upon another variable, respectively, P+ 
and P- are direct and inverse proportionality between the values of the variables respectively.  

CC = {SF, PF, SC}   (8) 

Where SF is a set of static fragments of qualitatively model formed from elements of the SSC as depicted in Figure 4; PF 
is a set of dynamic elements of the qualitative model, formulated Rowan SSC elements see Figure 4; SC is a set of 
simulation scenarios of a qualitative model, formed from elements of SSC. 

Figure 4 The hierarchy of the static and dynamic model elements 

The experiments were conducted on qualitative models, they showed the effect on the transport system parameters of 
such measures: increasing fines for violations of the road regulations and increasing the funding of the road repairing 
+and construction. In particular, it was found that the increase of the fines for violations of the road regulations 
positively impacts on the studding the road regulations by the drivers and the increasing of the funding of the road 
repairing and construction impact on the road condition in both experiments, the traffic safety and the transport system 
efficiency increased. Figure 5 shows one of the states resulting from the simulation. 
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Figure 5 The results of simulation conducted on the qualitative model 

4. Discussion and analysis of the result 

4.1. System dynamics model of the transport system 

Dynamic-system modeling is actively used for creating programs of the city development [17, 19] and [20]. This 
approach allows us not only to stimulate the development of the processes occurring in this system but also to make 
specific recommendations on improving system management efficiency. The goal of modeling at this stage of study is 
an approximate analysis of the development dynamics of the city transport system and exploring the possible 
consequences of decisions taken by its transformation from a security point of view. We used a workbench Vensim 5.0  
for the modeling, [Vensim Product Center, http://www.vensim.com/, Last accessed on 022/07/2020]. 

For a formal description of the system dynamics model, we introduce the following labeling. Denote the variable “time” 
by “t”, the initial value is equal to zero and each cycle increases it by a sufficiently small positive increment dt. The 
transport system security is described by the set of equations (element of the formal model): 

STS= 𝑓 (
(1−𝐴𝐶𝐶) +𝐿𝐷 +𝑆𝐻𝑊)

3
) − 𝑆𝑇𝑆𝑡−1) dt                                                                          (9) 

Where STS – road traffic safety, Acc is an accident level, LD is a level of road users training, SHW is the safety of roads; 

ACC = ƒ (
𝐴𝑐𝑐𝑃𝑒𝑑 +𝐴𝑐𝑐𝑁𝑃𝑒𝑑

2
− 𝐴𝐶𝐶𝑡−1) dt                                                                         (10) 

Where AccPed is the accident level involving pedestrians, AccNPed is the accident level without pedestrians. 

LD = (𝐼𝐹 𝑇𝐻𝐸𝑁 𝐸𝐿𝑆𝐸 (𝑐𝑜𝑢𝑛𝑡𝑃𝐷𝐷 < 𝑐𝑜𝑢𝑛𝑡𝐶𝑎𝑟𝑠 ∗  
1.5

1000
,

𝑐𝑜𝑢𝑛𝑡𝑃𝐷𝐷

𝑐𝑜𝑢𝑛𝑡𝐶𝑎𝑟𝑠∗
1.5

1000

, 0) − 𝐿𝐷𝑡−1 (11) 

Where CountPDD is a road regulations violations (the number of registered violations in the city period under review), 

CountCars is the car fleet of Nigeria (the number of heavily used cars), 
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SHW =ƒ (
𝑄𝑅 +𝑄𝐹 +𝑄𝑀 +𝑄𝑆

4
− 𝑆𝐻𝑊𝑇−1−) dt                                                                       (12) 

 

Figure 7 The simulation results based on measures aimed at improving the safety of the transport system 

The security level increased by 5%. From the twentieth to the thirtieth year’s fines increase, which increases the level 
of traffic participants studying, the overall level of security also increases. According to the simulation results, we can 
conclude that the most effective measures are fines increasing and funding increasing. As a result of over 30 years with 
the given parameters the safety level increase by about 25%, but the mark of “0.6” (“good”) was achieved. Where 
CountPDD is a road regulations violations (the number of registered violations in the city period under review), 
CountCars is the car fleet of Nigeria (the number of heavily used cars), 

SHW=ƒ (
𝑄𝑅 +𝑄𝐹 +𝑄𝑀 +𝑄𝑆

4
− 𝑆𝐻𝑊𝑇−1−) dt                                                                                                  (12) 

Where QR is that the quality of the roadway, QF is that the quality of road fence, QM is that the quality of road signs set. 
A series of numerical experiments were conducted on the proposed model, to research the dynamics of the processes 
developed during this system when the parameters affecting safety change. within the first experiment that was 
performed the modeling of the transport system without changes of safety improvements with the subsequent initial 
data: simulation time – 30 years, the amount is one year; improving effect is absent, the amount of cars increases per 
annum [8,15].  

As a result, the values of all parameters, including the transport system safety, gradually decreased. Measures aimed 
toward city transport system improvement were considered during the modeling within the second experiment [14, 
16]: from the primary to the fifth year the amount of the patrol increased on 30 pcs, per year, from the tenth to the 20th 
year the funding of the transport system development increased per annum, the results are presented in Figure 7. Which 
is consistent with the results of the second experiment (see Figure 7) we will say, that the traffic safety curve changed 
considerably.  

From the primary to the fifth year, the positive effect of measures like new zebra crossing construction and patrol 
number increasing improved traffic safety by 10%. From the fifth to the tenth year the best impact produced such 
factors as the installation of speed breakers, signs and posters reminding the traffic rules, it's a positive effect on the 
extent of traffic participants studying, but these measures decrease the road safety due to road stripping quality 
decreasing and therefore the overall road safety decreases. At such the values, and it measures doesn't improve security, 
therefore, there's no sense to spend money on such measures, and as a result, the most goal isn't achieved. From the 
tenth to the 20th year, only the funding makes affect. It improves traffic safety greatly since these allocated funds are 
spent mainly on construction and repairing, the opposite factors vary slightly. 

The security level increased by 5%. From the twentieth to the thirtieth year’s fines increase, which increases the level 
of traffic participants studying, the overall level of security also increases. According to the simulation results, we can 
conclude that the most effective measures are fines increasing and funding increasing. The security level increased by 
5%. From the twentieth to the thirtieth year’s fines increase, which increases the level of traffic participants studying, 
the overall level of security also increases. According to the simulation results, we can conclude that the most effective 
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measures are fines increasing and funding increasing. As a result of over 30 years with the given parameters the safety 
level increase by about 25%, but the mark of “0.6” (“good”) was achieved. 

5. Conclusion 

From the primary to the fifth year, the positive effect of measures like new zebra crossing construction and patrol 
number increasing improved traffic safety by 10%. From the fifth to the tenth year the best impact produced such 
factors as installation of banners, signs, and posters reminding the traffic rules, it's a positive effect on the extent of 
traffic participants studding, but these measures decrease the road safety due to road stripping quality decreasing and 
therefore the overall road safety decreases. At such values, this measure doesn't improve security, therefore, there's no 
sense to spend money for such measure, and as a result, the most goal isn't achieved. From the tenth to the 20th year, 
only the funding makes an impact. Traffic safety is taken into account as one of the foremost critical problems with 
transportation. The consistent efforts of state officials and transportation engineers have ensured that fatalities from 
traffic collisions have gradually declined in Nigeria. 

The matter of traffic jams is often identified together of the foremost pressing problems of megacities, especially Nigeria 
traffic jam is that the main explanation for the residents being late for work and that they impede the work of the 
emergency services and harm the event of the city’s infrastructure. The complex analysis of traffic system safety in 
Nigeria supported qualitative and simulation modeling was performed. These models allow us to perform a preliminary 
assessment of measures aimed toward the security improvement of the traffic system and to form projection too 
enhance the parameters of the transport system. The results are often used for creating a choice within the management 
of the urban transport system which will allow the event of simpler transport system development. 

It's more productive to style the vehicle foundation of the town deliberately (pre-dissect traffic at various seasons, at 
various times, on open occasions and non-weekend days, top occasions, at that point on). Accordingly, the errand of 
making a framework for observing traffic streams emerges. The complex programs of road transport system 
effectiveness improving are very costly, and therefore the municipal authorities should be confident within the 
effectiveness of such program implementation.  
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